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Ref:AKTU/CTPC/2024/920    

 
To, 
The Directors/Principals 
Colleges affiliated/associated
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 

Subject: Regarding online Webinar f
2022/2023/2024/2025/2026
shaping the future job market.

Dear Sir/Ma’am, 
Please to inform that in continuation to the signed MoU with HCL and Guvi during our TPO meet at AKTU 
campus, herein, AKTU is organiz
Job Market" by Mr. Arun Prakash, the CEO of Guvi Geek Networks. This insightful session will delve into the 
profound influence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the job market, particularly in the tech sector.
 
With AI becoming increasingly integrated into various industries,
implications on the job market and the skills required to thrive in this evolving landscape
insights into the emerging trends, job opportuni
driven world. Therefore you are requested to 
form Link latest by 01 April, 2024.
 
Event Details: 
 
Date: Tuesday, 2nd April 2024 
Time: 3:00 PM (IST) 
Registration Form Link:- https://forms.gle/Z3qdVYiXYyxAmnvq6
 
 
We look forward to our students’ 
   

If you have any concern, you are requested
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Colleges affiliated/associated to Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University 

online Webinar for B.Tech (CSE/IT/AI/CSIT
/2025/2026 passed out/passing out to understand the role of AI in 

shaping the future job market. 

in continuation to the signed MoU with HCL and Guvi during our TPO meet at AKTU 
organizing an online webinar on the Topic "The Rise of AI: Impact on the Tech Skills 

Arun Prakash, the CEO of Guvi Geek Networks. This insightful session will delve into the 
profound influence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the job market, particularly in the tech sector.

ith AI becoming increasingly integrated into various industries, hence, one 
implications on the job market and the skills required to thrive in this evolving landscape
insights into the emerging trends, job opportunities, and the essential skills needed to succeed in the AI

Therefore you are requested to get the students registered through the below
2024. Kindly ensure maximum participation of students from your institute

https://forms.gle/Z3qdVYiXYyxAmnvq6 

We look forward to our students’ active participation and insightful discussions during the webinar.

are requested to feel free to write at tnp.aktu@aktu.ac.in

Kalam Technical University 
Uttar Pradesh 
Jankipuram Extension, Lucknow 

dean.tp@aktu.ac.in 

         30 March, 2024 

University  

CSE/IT/AI/CSIT)/ MCA from batch 
understand the role of AI in 

in continuation to the signed MoU with HCL and Guvi during our TPO meet at AKTU 
"The Rise of AI: Impact on the Tech Skills 

Arun Prakash, the CEO of Guvi Geek Networks. This insightful session will delve into the 
profound influence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on the job market, particularly in the tech sector. 

one needs to understand its 
implications on the job market and the skills required to thrive in this evolving landscape carrying valuable 

ties, and the essential skills needed to succeed in the AI-
through the below-given Google 

Kindly ensure maximum participation of students from your institute. 

active participation and insightful discussions during the webinar. 

tnp.aktu@aktu.ac.in 

   Best Wishes, 

 
(Prof. Arunima Verma) 
 



 

 
 

 
(Annexure-A) 

 


